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Grub’s up – time to chow down!
With more Kiwis cooking at home and cooking television programmes popular and
growing, is everything still piping hot in the cooking and food preparation market?
Phil Weafer reports.
ACCORDING TO SOME recent GfK figures (MAT May 2014), the overall
food preparation category has seen a 4% lift in both volume and
value. Liquidisers are the fastest growing segment with a 47% increase
in sales units and 52% in sales value, while choppers declined by 10%
in volume but saw a 15% increase in value.
Set these positives against some concern over increased competition
and low-end, entry level products in food preparation and you can see
why many brands are working hard at highlighting the quality
products that their companies bring to the market. As one supplier
said: “we could all get cheap products a dime a dozen but that
damages our brand.”
Gauging the market in major appliances, Rudi Niemoeller,
Category Manager for Food & Beverage Preparation at Miele ANZ,
says the brand is seeing growth at the top end, even with increased
competition from the value end of the market.
“With the plethora of cooking brands competing for the consumer
dollar, there are increasing signs of polarisation in the New Zealand

BREVILLE’S AUSSIE KITCHEN RULES
Breville is pleased to be the exclusive portable appliance brand used
on the Australian series of My Kitchen Rules (MKR) that has been
airing in New Zealand on TV2 and building towards the finale. During
the month of August, consumers will receive a free copy of the My
Kitchen Rules: The Cookbook 4, with 100+ of the best recipes from
the show when they purchase any
Breville premium appliance used on
MKR.
“My Kitchen Rules is one of New
Zealand’s most popular shows this
year and we are pleased to offer a gift
with purchase that reflects our strong
association with the series,” says Breville
Managing Director, Brett O’Neill.
“Over 450 premium Breville
appliances were supplied to producers
for the new series of MKR. Breville’s focus on colour coding will be
at the forefront, with the top selling Breville professional range in
Cranberry Red very prominent on MKR.”
For maximum leverage, Breville is encouraging retailers to create
large displays of its premium beverage, cooking and food preparation
appliances as used on MKR and has some strong POS and value add
promotion to maximise sales and aid the upsell.
www.breville.co.nz
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market. At the lower end of the price and quality scale, some brands
appear to be scrambling to grow volume at the expense of value and
margin erosion.”
When it comes to food prep and SDAs, even with the enticing
presence of low-end products, consumers are savvier than ever and are
looking for real and lasting value. DéLonghi’s Reece Ford sees a number
of cheap products on the market but believes this gives suppliers the
chance to work with retailers to ensure that the long-term outlook the
company has is embraced by retailers and consumers alike.
“When we’re presenting to our retailers, we give them tools to help
them understand what it is we’ve done and pass it on to consumers.
We’ve done a lot of research to see what people want from us.”
And DéLonghi for one is straying out of the mosh pit: “Why would
we undercut ourselves with lower end product?”
Sunbeam’s National Sales & Marketing Manager, Cliff Carr, is
another to say that, while the food prep market has been developing
strongly and has continued to deliver good or reasonable volume
growth, there is pressure on price points.
Still, Carr has his eyes on the prize and, here as elsewhere, there is
reason for optimism thanks to the work being put in: “You have to say
at some point the volume is going to catch up and we will start to see a
bit of decay there. But retailers and suppliers alike are putting an
increased focus back into the value of the category. Trying to return a
bit of value for each sale is where the prize is.”
Mens’ kitchen rules?
Traditionally, food preparation and cooking appliances have been
aimed at female demographics. This trend is showing few signs of
wavering as of yet. But, with the proliferation of high-profile celebrity
chefs and cooking television shows, more and more men can be found
in the kitchen cooking.
Which means targeting male consumers will be front of mind for savvy
brands going forward. Sunbeam’s Cliff Carr for one feels that the manner
in which some brands have been speaking to consumers has been quite
one dimensional and focused on the female side of the market.
“We see a very strong opportunity to make people stop and think
about the performance and the manliness and coolness of the product
from a guy’s perspective and get them involved in the purchase.”
Carr points to the male tendency to be product performanceorientated and if suppliers and – if retailers can trade up on this aspect
– it will really add value to the category.
“If you look at My Kitchen Rules currently, there is only one all-male
pairing on it. But they are leading the charge and guys are looking at it
and thinking ‘I could do that’. There is a competitive aspect to it, and
we need to focus on men’s insatiable thirst to have a better toy.”
Reece Ford at DéLonghi is another that sees the male aspect of the
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market growing: “Men are cooking more and more – you look at those
cooking shows and men are in every one and it’s definitely influential.”
Ford adds that cooking has become something the entire family is
engaging with: “There are more people looking to do things at home
rather than spending money elsewhere, homemade goods for instance.
If you look at the bigger picture and the economics of things, it makes
sense to purchase a higher quality item.”

HOW ABOUT A HAND FOR
MY LOVELY ASSISTENT!
New from Electrolux are
two stand mixers in the
Assistent range. Available
in a Watermelon red
metallic (EKM4000R)

Promotion is positive
Cooking appliances have always lent themselves to strong promotional
activity and this will continue moving forward. This is something
that Miele’s Rudi Niemoeller points towards when speaking about the
company’s planned promotional activities.
“Miele has planned a range of seasonal campaign activities which
are aimed at rewarding consumers and supporting retailers for
selecting complete ‘single-brand’ Miele packages. This will further be
supported by dedicated marketing activities and targeted
demonstrations in the Miele Centre Auckland, aimed at driving more
consumers into the store and ultimately leading them to resist the
temptation to compromise on a lesser product offering.”
That’s major appliances, but what about food prep products? The
aforementioned My Kitchen Rules TV programme has proved to be a
runaway success since it first aired on television here (see sidebar on
the previous page) and the Australian programme has born particular
fruit for Breville.
Managing Director Brett O’Neill says this has been a very successful
venture for Breville: “We are the exclusive small appliance brand on
My Kitchen Rules Australia currently screening on TV2. Breville
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and a Tungsten
metallic
(EKM4000T), the
mixers have a large
capacity, 4.8L stainless
steel bowl with an
extra 2.9L stainless steel
bowl for versatility. The 1,000W motor is robust and is controlled
with a blue LED-lit 10-speed dial. Both mixers come with flat beater,
dough hook and wire whip tools as well as optional extras including a
meat grinder, express slicer &
grater, pasta set and a pasta
cutter.
www.electrolux.com
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GO WEST(INGHOUSE) YOUNG MAN!
Westinghouse has launched a range of six new 60cm freestanding
cookers. With a class-leading capacity of 80L (gross oven capacity)
and 74L net capacity, all are fitted with a unique easy-reach angled
rear control system and have easy clean ovens and surfaces, easy
clean formed shelf supports, durable enamel surfaces and easy clean
ceramic surfaces. Other features include a digital programmable
timer; 2-hour mechanical timer; handy storage compartment;
warming drawer; and in-built power points.
www.westinghouse.co.nz

OMEGA’S TWO NEW MEGA OVENS
Monaco has launched two new Omega cooking appliances, both with
a 2-year parts and labour warranty. The Omega OI64Z induction
cooktop has been recommended by Consumer NZ. Made in Europe,
the 60cm cooktop has a frameless design and four zones, each of
which has a booster. There is a 99-minute minder and a 99 minute
auto switch off timer built-in as well as child lock and a residual heat
safety feature. Other features include an LED display, pan detection
and an audible signal.
The Omega OO6A2X Pyrolytic Oven is the brand’s flagship builtin oven. With 14 functions, this 60cm built-in oven is made in Italy
and has a 65 litre capacity, full touch control as well as an electronic
manual door lock and a safety lock. Other features include pyrolytic
self-cleaning; quadruple door glazing; super quick heat boost;
electronic thermostat from 0-250°C and a rotisserie kit is supplied.
www.omegaappliances.co.nz

DOMESTIC MEETS PROFESSIONAL WITH
GAGGENAU AT CLOONEY
As covered on Wares’ Facebook page, the new private dining space
the Dom Pêrignon Room at Clooney in Auckland is kitted out with
Gaggenau appliances. Are they out of place in this environment?
Not at all.
Indeed, Des Harris, Executive Chef of Clooney Restaurant,
has been delighted to work with the top-end domestic products:
“Gaggenau offers very accurate technology with functions that
are very easy to use. Transferring our techniques to the Gaggenau
equipment has been very easy, in fact we have far better control. This
will help enable us to push the creativity of the food forward.”
The Gaggenau products being used in the Dom Pêrignon Room
include: BO471 Oven; BS474 Combination steam oven; CM450 Fully
automatic espresso machine; WS462 Warmer Drawer; CX480111 Full
surface induction; VK414 Vario 400 in-bench steamer; VR414 Vario
400 electric grill; VP414 Vario 400 Teppan Yaki plate; VL414 Vario 400
Downdraft.
For more images of the launch, see our Facebook page for more
pictures and links and, while you’re there do make sure to give us a
“Like”.
www.clooney.co.nz/private-dining
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premium food preparation products are used by all MKR contestants
and other Breville food preparation products will feature product
sponsorship to be announced soon.”
Other highly televised personalities continue to be used in
leveraging the Breville brand: “Breville will also maximise its
partnership with global brand ambassador Heston Blumenthal in the
coming year with key initiatives to promote its brand and premium
designed appliances,” adds Brett O’Neill.
Parex Sales & Marketing Manager, Barnaby Thompson, is another
that has experience dealing with well-known names to help promote
the company’s brands. The company’s InSinkErator brand has
featured well-known comedian Leigh Hart in a new campaign as well
as high profile, highly regarded chef, Simon Gault, promoting the
Schweigen range hoods and the brand’s Silent Kitchen campaign.
“We really want to invest in our brands. Leigh Hart is a great brand
ambassador for the InSinkErator and he brings a bit of personality
into the mix. Simon Gault is our representative for Schweigen –
everyone knows him – he’s a fantastic person to have on board and he
loves the range.”
Showing off at the Food Show
In major appliances and food preparation products nothing beats
showing the consumer the product works, face to face. As covered in our
look at the 2014 Auckland Food Show (see sidebar on page 53), several of
the suppliers regularly featured in Wares were exhibiting at the show.
One of these was DéLonghi. Reece Ford feels that shows such as
this, and the upcoming Taste of Auckland (see sidebar on page 56) are
important: “They let us get in touch with our consumers,” he says.
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More possibilities for your
pots and pans.
Simply flexible.

Whether you are using one pot or several, thanks to Bosch FlexInduction you have
the freedom of choice. You can use your hob like a conventional induction hob with
separate cooking zones, or transform it into a large continuous cooking zone at the
touch of a control. The new FlexZone is up to 20% larger, so now you’ll have space for
even the largest of pans.
www.bosch-home.co.nz or call 0800 807 723
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INVESTING IN A PREMIUM ENVIRONMENT
Nothing beats getting hands-on with appliances, to help consumers
get a grip on why one oven costs more than another. However the
true value of a premium cooking product can be lost in a typical
showroom, especially if the salesperson is only selling on price rather
than function and key features.

SCHWEIGEN SUPPORTS SILENCE
Schweigen silent rangehoods take advantage of the popularity of
open plan kitchen concepts, where silence is paramount. The system
starts with a German made EMB motor and fan; recognised as the
quietest, most efficient and highest-powered domestic extraction unit
available, any motor makes noise so Schweigen motors are placed
externally. The units are available in as built-in units or standalone.
With the rangehoods being backed by promotions featuring
Simon Gault, Parex’ Sales & Marketing Manager, Barnaby
Thompson, says it’s important for retailers to support range hoods
as they have proved popular with consumers: “Retailers could be
thinking about the silent option because I really think consumers can
relate to that.”
www.parex.co.nz

None of these accusations can be pointed at Lifestyle Appliances,
which has had an enormously successful past year. “It’s been fantastic,”
says Greg Dennerly, Lifestyle Appliances Manager for Noel Leeming.
“We have just opened a Napier store, one in Christchurch is about to
be opened and we have more in the pipeline.”
What’s behind this success? “We have a pretty good product
offering, and we have one of the best showrooms in Australasia.
We don’t have any pricing, big balloons or starbursts so it’s about
the big open spaces and seeing products in situ. And there are
baking smells in the showroom, roasts cooking and all sorts of
things happening, so it’s like you are in someone’s home and that’s
where you need to see it yourself. So it’s all about experience and
knowledge at that premium end.
“We will even look at someone’s plans and open a bottle of wine
sit down and discuss it with them and other retailers won’t do that!”
With the renovation market driving much of the appliance channel’s
premium business these days, such an investment in time is proving
well worthwhile.
Products that have done well for the Lifestyle Appliances stores
have boasted a point of difference such as the Electrolux steam
oven and the Asko iChef with its tablet-like touch screen. Products
with a story in other words, as well as integration products – trash
compactors, dishwashers – have also done well.
But if there’s one key to success it’s having the right staff on board
and this remains Dennerly’s top priority when looking to the future.
“Our biggest focus is training, training, training, especially with
multiple stores. And for me, the expectation when you are selling

HAVE YOU MET MATTE?

$15,000 cooktops is that they’ve got to have confidence. We have
our own lifestyle training academy where team are put through that

As part of its Matte is the new Black range, Sunbeam is releasing four

to get the knowledge to be the best in the industry and that’s why we

new machines for the kitchen:

have a strong reputation as being the best.”

• EMK7000K Cafe Series Espresso Machine with temperature

www.lifestyleappliances.co.nz

sensing steam wand, dual thermo block technology, espresso
pressure gauge, temperature stability.
• LC9000K Cafe Series Food Processor with an extra wide feed
chute, dual processing bowl, on-board storage drawer, auto pulse
feature.
• MX9500K Cafe Series Mixer – which has a power drive outlet
to add accessories such as a pasta maker, balanced head lift, and
meets the 7 measures of mixing criteria that Sunbeam promotes.
• PB9800K Cafe Series Blender with precision cut blades for the
best results, 2 litre BPA free jug, comes programmed and has
manual control.
www.sunbeam.co.nz
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WHAT WAS COOKING AT THE FOOD SHOW?
Once again, like last year, as we were prepping this edition, The Food

Two particular interactive and theatrical displays were the Whirlpool

Show was on at Auckland’s ASB Showgrounds. Numbers were slightly

Cooking Theatre and the Your Nespresso Moment Discovery Session, the

down on last year with 32,018 visitors coming to this year’s event.

former featuring names like Josh Emett, Peter Gordon, Simon Gault,

From our visits with suppliers that were displaying there – DéLonghi,
Nespresso, Sunbeam, Whirlpool among others – the big takeaways from
the show and relevant to cooking and food prep is the importance of

Nadia Lim, Chelsea Winter, Annabelle White, Karena & Kasey Bird,
Ray McVinnie, Julie Le Clerc and Sachie Nomura.
The Your Nespresso Moment Discovery Session was more hands-on, the

interaction with end users. The show offers suppliers the chance to get

aim being to show consumers how to use the Nespresso machines and

messages direct to the consumer in a fun setting.

also suggesting some gluten and dairy free recipes that the machines can

Theatrics were very evident at many stands, with many exhibitors having
microphoned-up live features & benefits-style demos and taste tests to visitors.

“We need to stay relevant and talk to the right people and stay on top
of new things so we’re not kicking the same tyres. We’re doing more
gluten-free centred things, babies’ shows to show what our new blenders
can do to help new mums. We’ll be in Taste of Auckland later in the year
too. They are great ways to keep in touch with our consumers.”
Also at the Food Show, slap bang in front of the main entrance, was
Sunbeam and whilst the overall visitor numbers were down on last
year, Cliff Carr feels it was “a very good showcase event” and it was
important to interact with both consumers and retailers.
How to remain relevant
With increased competition, staying at the top of the consumer’s
mind is imperative, so factors such as advertising and consumer
promotional activity are increasingly important. This in turn is
beneficial for retailers as these products tend to carry greater gross
margin dollars than other products available in store.
That’s been the case for many a year but now there are moves afoot to
break the promotional mould in some respects and shake things up a bit.
“We are trying to find new and disruptive ways to highlight to the
consumer that they should be investing in high quality food
preparation products and we are looking to do that by looking at ways
it hasn’t been done before. We’re looking to attract the consumer’s
attention to the category in ways that hasn’t been done before,” says
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be used to make.
www.foodshow.co.nz

Sunbeam’s Cliff Carr.
“When you think about it, you can spend $800-1,000 on a food
mixer or you can spend the same on a TV – it is a big investment. The
big difference from a retailer’s perspective is that $800-1000 on a TV is
not going to return a great deal of gross margin dollars but the same
on a food mixer banks some cash!”
Parex’s Barnaby Thompson also says staying relevant to the retailer
is important for the company’s products. The InSinkErator, hot taps
and Schweigen rangehoods that Parex promotes all fall into the ‘silent
kitchen’ trend that is growing, he says.
Thompson suggests that retailers use a cooking/package checklist, a
process that the sales person should be using to tick off the main items
like ovens, fridges, dishwashers cooktops as well as other products that
can add value – like hot water taps, waste disposal or a rangehood.
Style, as well as substance
The kitchen has become the destination area in many Kiwi homes.
Open plan kitchens intended for hosting guests and entertaining are
very much the norm in households. Has this reflected on the attitudes
of suppliers, retailers and consumers in the market? The general
consensus is a resounding “yes”.
Reece Ford says this has hugely influenced the approach DéLonghi
is taking to upcoming lines. The company has R&D people committed
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BREVILLE’S LATEST LINE-UP
MIELE STEAMS AHEAD, SETS PROMOS

The new Breville Scraper Mixer Pro has a Scraper Beater that
wipes the sides and bottom of the bowl with every turn, cutting

The Miele DGC 6800 XL Steam Combination Oven combines the

mixing time by up to 60%. Not only does it leave ingredients better

benefits of steam cooking with traditional cooking functions. With

mixed, but also removes the need to stop and scrape down the bowl

an extra large 48L capacity, DG 6800 can operate as a fully-fledged

with a spatula. Planetary mixing action adds to a thoroughly mixed

steam oven, multifunction conventional oven, or in oven/steam

end result by replicating the mixing action used in patisseries and

combination mode, where both functions work simultaneously to

bakeries. 360° bowl coverage is achieved by the counter-clockwise

achieve superior cooking results. Operation is simplified with a host of

motion of the mixer head combined with the clockwise “sweep”

automatic programmes. Once a programme is complete, food is kept

of the beater and extra wide mixing attachments. The count-up &

at serving temperature for up to 15 minutes without loss of quality.

down mixing timer lets the mixer be set to the desired mixing time

DG 6800 XL has a PerfectClean non-stick finish, while at a touch of

and automatically stops when the time elapses or continues to count

a button, a motorised lift-up fascia panel opens to reveal the wireless

up. While stocks last with every BEM800 there is a bonus BIA500 ice

food probe, water container, and condensate container which can be

cream attachment.

easily removed and emptied without opening the appliance door.
In September, Miele is offering two consumer promotions. Until 30

The Kitchen Wizz Pro features an extra-wide feed chute that cuts
longer slices and makes processing faster and easier. The variable

September, customers will save $500 on the purchase of the Miele

slicing disc has 24 settings (0.5-8.0mm) so users can choose the

H 6260 BP Oven, and customers purchasing a H 2661 BP Oven and

thickness of slices. Use the Quad Processing Blade with four blades

any KM Cooktop will receive bonus HFC 72 PyroFit FlexiClip fully

instead of two to cut through tasks quickly in the extra-large 2.5L

retractable runners. Add any Miele rangehood and also receive a

bowl. Or, for tinier tasks, the mini processing bowl is the perfect size

bonus Miele Gourmet Oven Dish.

for small quantities. All backed by a heavy duty 2,000W direct drive

Running until 2 November, customers will receive a choice of steam

induction motor with a 25-year guarantee.

oven accessory with the purchase of any Miele DG 6000 Steam Oven;

The Kinetix Control has 7

with the purchase of a Miele CVA 6431 Coffee Machine customers will

task controls and a timer. Central

receive a bonus Nespresso coffee capsule worth $300; customers will

blades crush and chop for velvety

save up to $400 on “Discovery” cooking packages starting from $3,997.

cocktails. Bowl hugging blades

www.miele.co.nz

whip and aerate for creamier
smoothies. Breville Kinetix features
curved bowl, curved blades.
While a traditional blade tree pulls

NATIONAL KITCHEN AND BATHROOM
ASSOCIATION AWARDS

ingredients downwards, an extra-long scraping blade shreds and

August saw the top kitchen prize in the 31st annual National Kitchen

BBL605 there is a bonus glass set.

whips, leaving food nowhere to hide. While stocks last with every

& Bathroom Association Awards being taken out by Wanaka’s

All three products are available in Black Sesame and Cranberry.

Melanie Craig of Melanie Craig Design. The judges commented

www.breville.co.nz

on the excellent use
of materials in the
kitchen, which include
glass, American oak
veneer, concrete block,
quartz and stainless
steel.
The event attracts
significant public
interest and online
voting for the People’s
Choice Award for received nearly 3,000 votes. In this category,
Margaret Young, of Margaret Young Designs in Invercargill took
the kitchen prize with a traditionally styled white kitchen featuring
beaded paneling and leadlight-style display cabinets.
www.nkba.org.nz
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solely to studying colours, trends and styles.
“As a lot of products are now staying on the bench, or in the eye of
the consumer, style is more important than ever. Kitchens are now
open and exposed, whereas before they were in cupboards. So fashion
is a huge thing for us.”
In terms of major appliances, Rudi Niemoeller at Miele is another
to confirm the importance of style: “Homemakers are demanding that
the total kitchen fitout looks stylish with all appliances
complementing each other.”
So interest in cooking is high and there is growth to be had – if you
stay out of the value end of the market. And there is more to come.
With the New Zealand version of My Kitchen Rules set to take over our
televisions, and the renovation market by all accounts providing
growing and significant incentive to get behind cooking and food
preparation, these categories are offering almost unparalleled
opportunity.
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As one of the country’s top celebrity chefs,
I can personally recommend InSinkErator!

InSinkErator Food Waste Disposers have been keeping kitchens
clean, hygienic and environmentally responsible for over 70 years.
InSinkErator is also the world’s best-selling range of food waste
disposers, and maker of the amazing Steaming Hot Water Tap which
delivers instant 98°C filtered hot water ready to make a cup of tea at
the pull of a lever.
For more information contact Parex Industries Limited on
Tel: 0800 200 510 or email info@parex.co.nz

www.insinkerator.co.nz
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WHAT IS THE “TASTE OF AUCKLAND”?
Lovers of food and drink will be happy to hear that Taste of Auckland
(13-16 November) is going ahead again in 2014 having left Victoria
Park for a more spacious Western Springs setting. The festival will
again feature around a dozen of Auckland’s top restaurants setting up
temporary kitchens to produce the very best food and drink they can
serve to visitors at festival prices.
Lemon Grass Production’s Rob Elliot has managed the Taste of
Auckland since its 2009 debut following his involvement in the first

AN EXCEL-LENT RANGE

Taste of London festival that started the phenomenon in 2004 and

Kenwood’s Multipro Excel FPM910 is its new flagship food
processor. It comes fitted with a powerful 1300W motor with unique

has now extended to over 17 cities worldwide.
“A food festival without good food just seemed to be an

patented Tri-drive system for effortless professional results and an

anomaly,” explains Elliot, to the point where for example Fisher &

extra wide feed tube. Features include variable speed, pulse and auto

Paykel’s Social Kitchen concept (see sidebar) has been informed by,

function and Eco mode brings a 50% energy saving auto off. A 4L

and evolved alongside, the festival.

capacity thermoresistant blender and a 1.6L capacity mini bowl come

Says Rob Elliot: “It’s the sort of environment where you can see

as standard. Other tools include a knife blade; 2 and 4mm slicing

what things your customers are truly passionate about. We are all

and grating discs; a decorative slicing disc; an extra fine grater disc;

victims of thinking we know what our customers want, but actually

French fry disc; citrus press; dough tool; folding tool; dual whisk; a

getting to a forum where you have thousands of those customers

centrifugal juicer and a storage box and spatula.

exploring and getting engaged with the subject of food and drink is

Kenwood has also updated its popular FP920 series. All new
processors come fitted with Tritan bowls, which are impact and

the only way you will really understand it.”
www.tasteofauckland.co.nz

shatter resistant, stay clear and crack free and are BPA free.
www.kenwood.co.nz and www.delonghi.co.nz

BOSCH TEAMS UP
WITH NZ MY KITCHEN RULES
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN FOOD AND TV

The hugely successful My

Which are the top cooking programmes and how do they compare in

Kitchen Rules is about to

terms of audience size? The following average audience (AUD) figures

become even more popular

from Nielsen Television Audience Measurement show the top food

with a New Zealand version

programmes in the last two years, with thus far MasterChef the only one

set to hit our screens in late

to have made it across to 2014, despite some healthy viewing numbers

September and Bosch is very

last year for the The Food Truck and Annabel Langbein Free Range Cook.

excited to be one of the main
kitchen suppliers for the hit

Title

2013

The Food Truck

600,100

MasterChef New Zealand

589,800

Annabel Langbein Free Range Cook

513,200

2014

range of top of the line Bosch
516,500

My Kitchen Rules (Aus)		496,600
Chelsea NZ’s Hottest Home Baker

TV cooking show. With a

309,800

The Great Food Race		170,700

appliances on display, viewers will get a real understanding of what
Bosch can bring to their kitchens.
“We’re excited to be involved with My Kitchen Rules New Zealand,
we know what a viewing highlight this has been for so many Kiwis
watching the Australian version, so we’re thrilled to help bring the
kiwi version to New Zealander’s TV screens,” says Darryl Robinson,

Heading into 2014, MasterChef maintains its dominance as

General Manager of Bosch BSH NZ.

New Zealand’s most watched cooking show but, with the Aussie

My Kitchen Rules New Zealand will be hosted by award winning chefs

My Kitchen Rules hot on its heels after not even a whole year of

Ben Bayly, of The Grove, and Baduzzi and Gareth Stewart, of Soul Bar

broadcast, its ranking may be threatened in future. And with TVNZ to

and Bistro and the tasting panel will consist of previous NZ MasterChef

screen a Kiwi version of My Kitchen Rules late this year, it looks like

winner Nadia Lim, MasterChef US contestant Grace Ramirez, award

there could be a new king for 2015.

winning chef Robert Oliver and restaurateur Sean Connolly.

www.agbnielsen.co.nz
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SOCIAL KITCHEN – THE CORE OF A KIWI HOME
Since 2011, Fisher & Paykel’s Social Kitchen has been the key design
philosophy behind the iconic Kiwi brand’s approach to design and
cooking. Fisher & Paykel’s New Zealand Marketing Manager Sonya
Aitken explains the origin of the concept.
“The Social Kitchen evolved out of a range of insights that Fisher
& Paykel gathers from our customers and it’s about how people view
cooking, their kitchens, how they use them and how they work in that
space,” she says.
The most important factor emerging from these insights was the idea
that the kitchen truly is the heart of the home.
“The Social Kitchen developed on the basis that the kitchen is no longer
this pokey little room at the back of the house where you are hidden away
creating amazing feasts but really it’s at the core part of the home where
people cook, create, entertain, work, socialise, or do their homework.”
The Social Kitchen concept now permeates everything that Fisher &
Paykel does as a cooking manufacturer: “Everything from our brochures,
our website, in store promos, TV ads through to the events we are
associated with or that we run ourselves.”
So what impact has the Social Kitchen concept had on the products
F&P produces?
“For years kitchens have been designed with the traditional triangle of
being no more than one or two steps from the sink, fridge and oven but

that is changing and we design our products the way we do so they don’t
have to fit within that,” says Sonya Aitken.
This has created a design cohesion amongst all the company’s products
that ensures they can seamlessly fit a range of kitchen designs, with a mix
& match outlook. Fischer & Paykel’s Social Kitchen will feature again at the
Taste of Auckland festival.
www.ﬁsherpaykel.com/nz/experience/articles/the-social-kitchen/
www.facebook.com/FisherPaykelNZ

I’M YELLING TIMBER! AT EUROCUCINA
THIS YEAR’S EUROCUCINA kitchen

show was held in Milan from April
8-14 and saw some very intriguing,
exciting and inspirational displays
on show.
The exhibition has become an
institution over the years and brings
together all the top European kitchens
manufacturers. This year’s edition, the

Enjoy thE SilEncE
“I heard about technology that could deliver
nearly silent performance and is low in decibel
ratings and naturally I couldn’t wait to learn more”

53rd, notched up a total of 357,212

Simon Gault – Chef

visitors – up 13% on last year.

Schweigen brand ambaSSador

EuroCucina 2014 showed off an
almost infinite range of ideas and solutions for a domestic space that

HOME APPLIANCES

is not just functional, but is becoming more and more of a social area.
With more than 130 exhibitors occupying over 23,000m2, it’s Europe’s
only major trade show in the field.
Looking at some of the fantastic images provided by EuroCucina,
and looking at coverage of the event from other media outlets, here
are some of the highlights we spotted from this year’s event:
• Timber – both real and faux – was one of the big trends that
emerged at this year’s event.
• Open plan was clearly popular once again, echoing some of the
sentiments that were highlighted in our coverage of this topic in
last year’s magazine.
• Hidden storage units were also quite prominent at this year’s show.
• If the images from the show are anything to go by, slim benchtops
will be something to keep an eye on in the future.
• Plant life in the kitchen was a noticeable aesthetic in many displays.
www.cosmit.it/en/eurocucina
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Food for thought in these cooking concepts…
competition took the theme
“Create the future of healthy homes” and challenged the young and
inspired minds from around the world who entered the competition
to come up with concepts that address that theme.
The voting for the next round will begin around the time this issue
hits your desk, so for now we take a look at the 12 Semi-Finalists in
the “Culinary Enjoyment” category who’ve got this far thanks to
“people’s choice” voting and the work of a panel of eminent judges.
THIS YEAR’S ELECTROLUX DESIGN LAB

Cooreater

Cooreater – Yu Yi, China: A new way of cooking in which music
could be created by scanning food elements and mixed according to
the proportion of different kinds of food. While you are prepping
food, cooking or baking, Cooreator translates the ingredient choices
into unique audio tracks. You can then share your compositions over
social media.
Feasy – Haline de Oliveira Pinto, Brazil: This modular food storage
concept was designed to optimise food’s shelf life and save energy
through a management platform. Feasy uses planned consumption to
store pre-set portions while information entered about food quantity,
expiration date, provenance etc allow the system to plan or modify
menu suggestions and update shopping lists.

Feasy

Future Hunter-Gatherer – Pan Wang, China / United Kingdom:
A collection system which aims to simplify sourcing complex
ingredients. Using holographic laser projection, the concept projects
an image of marine life into the kitchen which the user “catches” using
a virtual net and drops into a virtual container. This act results in
healthy fresh food being ordered locally and delivered to the home.

Future Hunter-Gatherer

Garden Pod

Grow your own Proteins
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Garden Pod – Ovidiu Subtire, Romania: A modular greenhouse
designed to be placed on building exteriors, making use of natural
energy sources and optimising interior space. A mobile app shows the
status of the Pod – how many vegetables are ready to be eaten, how
much compost is available – and can also control individual module
positions for optimum access. Garden Pod makes use of organic
garbage waste and is self-sustaining.
Grow your own Proteins – Anne Couvert-Castera, France / United
Kingdom: The idea is to propose an alternvative source of proteins
and natural nutriments – the micro algae, called “spirulina”. The
concept is a small aqua farm embedded in a kitchen worktop, so you
can grow spirulina at home. The user harvests the microscopic algae,
drains and then dries it in the station’s food drier and then grinds it
into a powder. A 3D printer then delivers the meal.
Izotz – Iker Legarda Gabiria, Spain: A system that supports a lifestyle
where consuming fresh food is easy and enjoyable. Izotz is placed in the
wall of the kitchen – half inside, half outside – to use low temperatures in
winter and use solar energy to be self-sufficient. Small
robots bring the user the food they need a few minutes
before they need it. Plants in the system
Izotz
create a biopolymer
liquid which
means food is
kept fresh for
days.
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Nanopack
littleHELPER

littleHELPER – Rita Moreira, Portugal: A small device that will help
with the process of growing vegetables, tracking the growth of each
plant, as well as its needs. The smart device app contains a database
of vegetable crops and provides the user with information about
harvesting, meaning less food waste. The app also provides a mix of
recipes through vegetables that will be harvested.
Nanopack – René Walk, Australia / Germany: To address the problem
of food waste, you simply place Nanopack on leftover food and then
put it in the fridge. An arrangement of all the ingredients contained in
the Nanopack is shown on the outside of the package. The food is in
effect surrounded by tiny nanobots which fight bacteria and eliminate
pathogens and in turn extend the shelf life.
Set To Mimic – Sorina Răsteanu, Romania: This concept includes a
plate, a glass and a microchip head patch and is designed to recreate,
at sensory level, familiar tastes and smells. The concept is to make
healthy eating and drinking more enjoyable by making the brain
remember tastes and smells, suggesting that you are consuming
something else.

Set To Mimic

Surphase

Surphase – Daan Hekking, New Zealand / The Netherlands: A
flexible smart heating/cooling surface with enough space for three
medium sized pans, it can also act like an oven or a portable fridge
when bent around. Both sides are smart and will only heat/cool in the
place where the sensors detect a pot. A touchscreen adjusts heating
levels and timer. The device uses a coming-soon battery technology so
it can store energy but still remain thin.
U-Bubble – 成荫 张, China: A machine which brings the food to
the user, U-Bubble uses magnetic force to float, and is directed by an
app. The ceiling acts as both a magnet and a charger for the bubbles.
U-Bubble will tell the user when someone takes out the same thing at
the same time from a bubble, by displaying their information on both
bubbles and the portable device, also allowing them the chance to chat
with the other user through their portable device.

U-Bubble

Yura – Herman Haydin, Ukraine: Yura is a self-recharging flying
droid that receives voice commands or takes tasks from sensory body
screens or smart devices and makes them using a smart cartridge for
hot or cold liquids. A computer brain configures the temperature of
the liquid, the number of calories, carbohydrates, fats and proteins
which are displayed.
We will be keeping tabs on this competition online over the coming
weeks so stay tuned to find out who makes it to the next round.
www.electroluxdesignlab.com
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